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Tektonic Prevents Potential Tech Disaster for a Large Courier Company in Ontario.

R Courier is a Toronto-based, privately owned courier company with over 300 employees that’s been 
in operation since 1991. They provide courier services to local, national and international businesses, 
and handle pickups and deliveries for a large number of healthcare agencies and laboratories across 
Canada. Fast, reliable service for their clients is always their priority.    

The Situation: The Need for A Reliable IT 
Service and Support Company

The staff at R Courier relies heavily on their technology 
resources to do business. Each of their drivers uses their 
rcoMobile application for prompt delivery and seamless 
communication. To do this, their servers must always be up 
& running. For R Courier, downtime simply isn’t an option. 

Recently, R Courier’s software vendor needed to perform 
updates on their rcoMobile application. After the patches 
were installed, the application stopped working and the 
entire server crashed. They tried rebooting the server but it 
didn’t come back on line.

The Solution: Turning to Tektonic’s Reliable and 
Strategic Tech Expertise 

Thankfully, R Courier was a long-standing Tektonic client 
and was assured that the Tektonic team could help resolve 
the issue efficiently and effectively. 

“We were growing and needed a reliable IT Service and 
Support company,” says Hamid Zeighami, President of R 
Courier. “Many IT companies were difficult to get hold of. 
Tektonic stood out because we could always get them on the 
phone and they we’re always there for us.” 

To address the crashed server, the Tektonic team did an 
initial assessment of the R Courier IT infrastructure and 
installed a Datto Backup and Disaster Recovery System. 
Thanks to this, the Tektonic team was able to recover 
the rcoMobile server from the latest backup, and they 
were back online within hours. This saved R Courier from 
expensive and potentially devastating downtime.
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Once they’d been recovered and restored, the rcoMobile vendor insisted there was nothing wrong 
with their software and proceeded to do the upgrade again. The same thing occurred, but luckily 
Tektonic was standing by to get them up and running again quickly. Once R Courier’s server was 
restored once again, the software vendor finally admitted that there may an issue with their upgrade 
patch.   

The Outcome: Restored Productivity with No 
Impact on Business & A Reliable Technology 
Partnership 

With their server down and no recovery plan in place, 
R Courier could have been out of work for days, unable 
to make deliveries and fulfill their obligations. Thanks 
to Tektonic’s quick and strategic thinking, the problem 
was addressed and solved before it had the chance to 
wreak havoc on productivity. Even better? R Courier 
can rest assured that no matter the issue, they have a 
knowledgeable and expert technology partner to rely on. 

Hamid Zeighami – President of R Courier explains: 
“Between their 24/7 support, problem-solving and 
expertise, they go way beyond their job description, and my 
expectations,” says Zeighami. “They look after things, always 
tell me exactly what they plan to do, and I’m so confident 
with their work that there’s never a need for me to follow 
up.” 

“Sam and Jorge from Tektonic are great guys—I can’t say 
enough about how helpful they are, and the value their 
services have added to my business,” continues Zeighami. 
“I would definitely recommend them to other businesses in 
Toronto, and throughout Ontario.”

Tektonic acts as R Courier’s outsourced, 
Full-Service IT Department. Wondering 
how your business can take advantage of 
all-encompassing tech support? Don’t wait 
until disaster strikes! Contact Tektonic for a 
complimentary assessment of your IT needs 
right away at (416) 256-9928 or via email at 
sales@tek-help.com. 
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